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About This Game

 Warning! NO hentai contents in this game! All you get is funny and stupid panties! 

"I have to find... the Warrior of Love!"
"The Warrior of Love...?"

"Yes... it is you! The one who loves panties, the Warrior of Love!"

Dashing on the street, Warriors of Love along with panties, to save humans from the evil intention– and to save themselves from
being transformed into panties!

Fight in a funny comedy full of panties, love and passion, with fierce battles between panties!

Dash and dodge in high speed battles … with panties!
Panty Party is a fast-paced battle game. Fly as a panty in the street and in-between buildings. Search for the enemy panties and

kick their bad ♥♥♥!

Features

Feel emotions of foolishness and excitement ... with Panty Party!

Energetic dancing music. It is the melody of panties.

Every color imaginable. It is the color of panties.
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A Story of nonsense and fools brought to you by panties ( and the Warrior of Love! ).

The sentimental thoughts of panties, which you can only experience in Panty Party.

Hyper exciting battling, multiple battlegrounds in the city and a full collection of unique panties!

All panties have unique skills, and the passion skill, to make them even stronger!

The white panty is soft, the bear panty is fierce, the stripe panty is a classic and the sailor panty – find out yourself.
Collect them all! Step forward, Warrior of Love, it is time to show your love for panties!

This ... is Panty Party!
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Title: Panty Party
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
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Animu Game
Publisher:
Animu Game
Release Date: 24 Jan, 2017
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I do agree with the frame rate \/ lag issues... makes the game unplayable in my eyes. I even changed resolutions in steams
settings and other options as well... didnt help. A true let down cuz the game has a ton of potential, now its garbage. Getting a
refund and i wish i wasnt.. 0 peoples play this, game ;\/. It's very helpful when the game is playable. I'm getting rid of ESP Plus
though because for the last month or so I have been unable to play other than one lucky day. Why? Well, Bethesda expects a
huge increase in players. So, at least on the EU server I use they made some "improvements" which seem to improve quality for
whoever is lucky enough to get on by eliminating a whole bunch of us from ever being able to log on. ESO Plus is a total waste
of money when you can't play. Too bad as I loved the game and pre-purchased Elsewyr. Now? I'll get rid of ESO Plus and try
logging in every few months maybe to play casually. I'm done trying to play regularly though.. Yay just bought this game and I
cant even get pass the start button -.-

UPDATE 3/1/2015: So went to look at it again for the first time in ages and was shocked to see an update! With this update I
can now actually start a game, however with that said there is still not much to do. You can build things and do press confrences.
But, most of the buildings can not be used yet, sadly, and when you talk to the press be carful because once you select what you
want to say you can't change it.

I hope this is the start of a full game but for now I would say wait do not buy. At this rate I would say check in in a year or two?.
A puzzle\/platformer with a surprising amount of depth to it. There's plenty of challenge here, in the mould of some of the older
NES games - albeit not quite as tough - with the most fragile vampire outside of Twilight. Shuggy has a variety of tricks at his
disposal to help negotiate through the levels, and these assists change depending on the level. Teleportation, rotating the level
itself, ropes, multiple Shuggys and even time travel are options open to you throughout the game.

The genius of the game is that it challenges casual players, but is also designed around making life difficult for speedrunners.
Many of the hazards seem to clog the optimal quickest route through a level, so if you want to replay levels and go for your best
times, you'll appreciate the quality of the level design on display here. Throw in a very fun local co-op mode and a bunch of
additional teleportation levels, and you have a game that can certainly keep you occupied.

Smudged Cat have made a bit of a gem. Well worth your time if you enjoy reasonably difficult platformers.. Multiplication
could definitely be introduced better and it's too easy to misread the operator (+ or x), but it's easy enough to pick up.

As with the other *Cells games, everything has a logical answer - if you start to struggle just walk away for a bit. If you haven't
played the others I would highly recommend the bundle. I found this one to be the easiest, so try up HexCells if you want a
bigger challenge.
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I've played this mod for damn near a decade, it's always been one of the most fun and explorative modifications to any game
ever devised, but plaguing it with some of the most malicious spyware available on the market is just a bridge too far. It's a
goddamn shame that I have to uninstall it and never play it again, because I do, I want to play it, but I'm not going to support that
decision.. Beautiful adventure for those who want to snoop around and take their time interacting with objects laying around.
Game rewards curious people who want to immerse themselves in the world it creates.. i ame amazed by the music, the story,
and the caracters, well done, i recommend this game to play, and for that money, dont even consider to NOT play it. well done
developers,!. Very crappy.. Cannot play on my laptop.. in campaign, I cannot see the map. screen goes black while loading then
next thing I knew, I cannot see the map. in custom game, it crashes during the loading screen. This is... fine. A little spooky,
remarkably pretty, especially the night sequences, but there really isn't much else to say about it. The 'mystery' is both fairly
obvious and... never actually laid out, as in I had figured out the basic shape of the thing about four clues in, but why any of it
happened, or mattered, or what the dude had do do with it, never came up, and frankly at that point I also didn't really care. The
puzzles are more obtuse than tricky; most of it is 'find thing, take thing to several locations spread out over the map, return to
first location, repeat', with some pattern matching for flavor, also not terribly complex. (If you know anything about actual
mechanics prepare to be confused; I had more trouble with the 'fix the machine' sequences than anything else, mostly because,
as a mechanic, the actual way you'd fix x or y was not what the game wanted you to do.)
The voice acting is very bad, but not unlistenable, the writing mostly good, but never great, and occasionally flat out boring, it's
very pretty but never quite beautiful, but overall it's very much the sum of its parts, and frankly as a walking simulator mystery,
it does pretty much everything it promises, so I'm not going to not recommend it. I certainly wouldn't pay $20 for it though.
tl;dr It's exactly what it says on the tin, 7/10 wouldn't play it again don't regret having done so, wait for it to go on sale.
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